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Abstract

Learning personalized models for user-customized
computer-vision tasks is challenging due to the limited
private-data and computation available on each edge de-
vice. Decentralized learning (DL) can exploit the images dis-
tributed over devices on a network topology to train a global
model but is not designed to train personalized models for
different tasks or optimize the topology. Moreover, the mix-
ing weights used to aggregate neighbors’ gradient messages
in DL can be sub-optimal for personalization since they are
not adaptive to different nodes/tasks and learning stages.
In this paper, we dynamically update the mixing-weights to
improve the personalized model for each node’s task and
meanwhile learn a sparse topology to reduce communication
costs. Our first approach, “learning to collaborate (L2C)”,
directly optimizes the mixing weights to minimize the local
validation loss per node for a pre-defined set of nodes/tasks.
In order to produce mixing weights for new nodes or tasks,
we further develop “meta-L2C”, which learns an attention
mechanism to automatically assign mixing weights by com-
paring two nodes’ model updates. We evaluate both methods
on diverse benchmarks and experimental settings for image
classification. Thorough comparisons to both classical and
recent methods for IID/non-IID decentralized and federated
learning demonstrate our method’s advantages in identifying
collaborators among nodes, learning sparse topology, and
producing better personalized models with low communica-
tion and computational cost.

1. Introduction

Training large models for computer-vision tasks, like
deep neural networks (DNNs) and vision transform-
ers [6, 38, 40], is known to be data hungry but data in many
applications are distributed over millions or even billions
of personal/IoT devices. Transmitting their local data is
usually forbidden due to privacy protection and limited
communication bandwidth, so centralized learning on all
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Figure 1. Decentralized learning alternates between local model update
and aggregation of neighbors’ model updates. We propose “learning to col-
laborate (L2C)” and meta-L2C to optimize and produce the mixing weights
wi,j for model aggregation in each round to achieve better personalization
of local models on their own tasks/data. While L2C directly optimizes the
mixing weights, meta-L2C learns an attention mechanism to automatically
produce mixing weights between two models θi and θj .

data is infeasible. Instead, federated learning (FL) [29] and
decentralized learning (DL) [24], as two widely studied dis-
tributed learning schemes, aim at training a global model by
only sharing local models/gradients across multiple devices
without leaking their private data. Both FL and DL iterates
between on-device local model updates and cross-device
model aggregation, i.e., each node uses its local data to
update its model for iterations before updated by aggregating
the models of other nodes. Their main difference is that FL
periodically updates a global model on a central server by
aggregating local models and synchronizes all nodes with
the updated global model. In contrast, DL neither presumes
a central server nor an explicit global model: each device
can only communicate with its neighbor nodes on a network
topology and aggregate their messages to update its own
local model without global synchronization. Under certain
assumptions to the topology and mixing weights for the
aggregation [24], the local models in DL provably converge
to a “consensus” global model. FL and DL target different
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distributed learning settings in practice.
However, in practice, devices and their users may target

different tasks and their local data distributions are not identi-
cal, e.g., when they belong to separate geographic groups, so
one global model may not perform well on all devices. How
to personalize each local model for its own task/distribution
and meanwhile exploit the knowledge shared across devices
is a key challenge emerging in both FL and DL. Recently,
there has been a growing interest to address the data/task het-
erogeneity across devices by personalization [5,8,20,32,33].
In FL, since the global model is explicitly optimized and
broadcasted, the trade-off between global consensus and
local model personalization is inevitable and may rely
on careful hyperparameter tuning [20]. It becomes even
more challenging when taking other criteria, e.g., fairness
and robustness of the global model, into account. On the
contrary, it is more natural to formulate local personalization
in DL: the main challenge is to optimize the aggregation of
neighbors’ messages for each device’s own task instead of
the global consensus. Recently, CGA [7] considers learnable
mixing weights for each node in non-IID DL and finds a
descent direction positively correlated with its neighbors’
gradients. However, this does not directly optimize the
personalization performance and introduces an extra
constraint. Moreover, the aggregation is only learned for
a fixed set of nodes/tasks on a predefined topology and thus
cannot generalize to newly added devices or unseen tasks.

In this paper, we take a further step towards more auto-
mated and adaptive decentralized learning of personalized lo-
cal models. To this end, we learn an aggregation scheme, i.e.,
“learn to collaborate (L2C)”, which automatically weighs and
mixes neighbors’ messages to update each local model for
better performance on its local task/data. Similar to FL/DL,
we alternate between local model training and the aggrega-
tion of neighbors’ model updates for each node. Inspired
by meta-learning, we formulate this problem as minimizing
the validation loss of each local model after being updated
by the weighted aggregation per round. L2C optimizes the
mixing weights solely based on the validation loss so every
node is agnostic to other nodes’ tasks or data distributions
for better protection of their privacy. Empirically, the mix-
ing weights learned by L2C can faithfully reflect whether
two nodes have similar tasks and/or data distributions and
thus are usually sparse in practice. Moreover, they quickly
converge in earlier stages so we can leverage their sparsity
to create a sparse network topology, which can substantially
save the communication cost for the rest training.

However, the mixing weights learned by L2C are asso-
ciated with a fixed set of pre-defined nodes/tasks and thus
cannot be adapted to new nodes/tasks or data distributions.
To avoid optimizing the mixing weights from scratch for new
nodes, we propose meta-L2C that learns an attention mecha-
nism to automatically assign the mixing weights given the

models of a node and its neighbors. Similar to meta-learning,
we can train meta-L2C on a training set of nodes with dif-
ferent tasks and then apply it to a new set of nodes/tasks
without re-training or fine-tuning. Hence, a pre-trained meta-
L2C can produce mixing weight with sparse topology that
accurately capture the task similarity at the very beginning
of training, which further improves the training and commu-
nication efficiency of L2C.

We summarize the main framework of L2C and meta-L2C
in Figure. 1, both only requiring light-weight models. In ex-
periments on three benchmark datasets, L2C and meta-L2C
consistently outperform FL/DL methods with and without
specific designs for personalization or data heterogeneity.
We further demonstrate the promising generalization perfor-
mance of meta-L2C when transferred to unseen tasks or data.
Moreover, we present an empirical analysis with case studies
to show that L2C/meta-L2C can produce mixing weights
precisely capturing the task correlation among nodes and a
sparse topology for efficient communication. In addition, we
empirically analyze how sensitive L2C/meta-L2C is to train-
ing/validation splitting and communication rounds/budget.

2. Related Work
Federated learning (FL) [29] trains a global model over
various nodes/clients by alternating between local (stochas-
tic) gradient descent on each node and aggregation of local
models on the server side as an update to the global model.
Previous studies find that the performance of FL degrades in
the non-IID setting when data distributions on devices are
not identical, both empirically [13] and theoretically [16].
Moreover, the statistical heterogeneity weakens the global
model’s performance on some nodes’ local tasks and re-
sults in poor fairness across nodes [22]. Several strategies
have been studied to address this non-IID challenge: (1)
modifying the model aggregation, e.g., by knowledge dis-
tillation [27], clustering and sampling low-variance updates
for aggregation [10], Bayesian reformulation [4], matching
the neurons/channels of different models before aggrega-
tion [35], selecting a diverse subset of clients with repre-
sentative gradient information [2], etc. (2) Regularizing the
local objectives with proximal terms [1, 21]. These methods
focus on improving FL of a global model to be more robust to
non-IID distributions but they are not designed to produce a
personalized model for each node, which is a open challenge
attracting increasing interests in recent literature. When each
node does not have sufficient data for training a personalized
model alone, it can still leverage the knowledge of other
nodes via the global model in FL. A variety of methods ex-
plicitly optimize a personalized model per node in FL: (1)
optimization formulation that performs a trade-off between
the global model and local personalization [20, 33]; (2) clus-
tering of local nodes [11, 31, 37] and applying aggregation
within each cluster; (3) personalizing some layers of local
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models, i.e., batch normalization layers [23], shallow layers
[25], local heads [5]; (4) distillation of global-view knowl-
edge of data to the local model training [42]; (5) training the
global model as an initialization [8] or an generator [32] of
local models, or (6) sending prototypes [34] to regularize
the training of local models. Most of methods train a global
model shared by all nodes and meanwhile optimizes a lo-
cal model per node, so it is almost inevitable to perform a
trade-off between the global and local objectives, leading
to sub-optimal personalized models for local clients’ data
distributions.

Decentralized learning does not presume a central server
or an explicit global model aggregation, though its goal is
the consensus of all local models towards the same model.
Earlier works combine the gossip-averaging [3] with SGD.
Under assumptions of the topology like doubly stochastic
mixing-weights [15], all local models can be proved to con-
verge to a “consensus model” [24] after iterating peer-to-
peer communication. Although they show promising per-
formance in the IID setting, [13] points out that they suffer
from severe performance degeneration in non-IID scenar-
ios. To tackle this problem, [26] modifies the momentum
term of decentralized SGD to be adaptive to heterogeneous
data; [13] replaces batch normalization with layer normal-
ization to avoid the divergence of models. [17] assign nodes
to clusters but still need to assume those within each cluster
share the same task and distribution, which may not hold in
general heterogeneous settings. [7] finds a descent direction
per node close to its local gradient and meanwhile positively
correlated with its neighbors’ gradients, which removes the
conflicts caused by heterogeneity. These methods still fo-
cus on achieving a global consensus model, which can be
sub-optimal to each local task. Moreover, various methods
require to communicate and aggregate the local gradients
frequently (e.g., every step), while FL allows multiple local
epochs between aggregations.

Since many works in FL/DL above aim at training a
global model or reaching a consensus over all nodes, local
personalization in them has to perform trade-off between
the global objective and local tasks. In contrast, we solely
focus on personalizing local models in the DL setting and
study how to aggregate neighbors’ gradients to improve
each node’s model for its own task and data distribution.
Inspired by meta-learning such as MAML [9], we explore
the idea of “learning to collaborate” by finding the mixing
weights of neighbors minimizing the validation loss on each
node, which shares similar intuition as relating different
tasks on graph in meta-learning [28] and multi-task learn-
ing [41]. Comparing to DL methods adopting MAML idea,
e.g., which trains a meta model as an initialization [8] or
an generator [32] of local models, our meta model is the
mixing weight matrix or its generator, which is much more

light-weight, easier to train, and generalizes better.

3. Leaning to Collaborate

In this section, we develop a decentralized learning ap-
proach “learning to collaborate (L2C)” that updates each
node’s personalized model by weighted aggregation of its
neighbors’ model updates. Similar to FL/DL, L2C alter-
nates between local updates and model aggregation. Unlike
FL/DL, the mixing weights of aggregation in L2C are learn-
able and dynamic rather than pre-defined and fixed. More-
over, each node collaborates with its neighbors solely for
improving its local model so it does not need to perform
trade-off between global consensus and personalization. We
formulate the problem as minimizing the validation loss of
the personalized model on each node. While L2C directly
optimizes the mixing weights for a fixed set of nodes/tasks,
we further propose meta-L2C that can automatically assign
mixing weights given models of nodes/tasks by an attention
mechanism. We elaborate on algorithms of L2C and meta-
L2C, followed by an analysis of their communication and
computational complexity.

3.1. Decentralized Learning of Personalized Models

We study the non-IID setting for K local nodes/devices
and each node i ∈ [K] has its own task defined on a data
distribution Di, which differs from those for other nodes. A
private dataset Di is available at each node i, which can be
split into a training set Dtrain

i and a validation set Dval
i . In

various practical scenarios, each node does not have suffi-
cient data to train a reliable local model solely by itself. It
cannot leverage data of other nodes due to privacy concerns
but communicating the models and gradients are usually
allowed. By following a similar protocol in distributed learn-
ing, we alternate between local (stochastic) gradient steps
on each node and an aggregation step of model updates from
neighbor nodes. Specifically, at round-t, the local learning
at each device i starts from θti and runs s steps of gradient
descent to minimize its training loss L(θi;Dtrain

i ), i.e.,

Initialize θ
t+ 1

2
i ← θti ,

s steps of θ
t+ 1

2
i ← θ

t+ 1
2

i − α∇θL(θ
t+ 1

2
i ;Dtrain

i ),
(1)

followed by an aggregation step that updates θ
t+ 1

2
i with a

combination of model updates ∆θtj ≜ θtj − θ
t+ 1

2
j sent from

its neighbor nodes N (i), i.e.,

Aggregation θt+1
i = θ

t+ 1
2

i −
∑

j∈N (i)

wi,j∆θtj

= θti −
∑

j∈i∪N (i)

wi,j∆θtj ,
(2)

where the mixing weight wi,j can be explained as a “collab-
oration score” of node-j for node-i.
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3.2. “Learning to Collaborate” with Learnable
Mixing-Weights

Unlike the mixing weights wi,j pre-defined in FL or DL,
whose goal is the convergence of θti for all client i ∈ [K]
towards a consensus global model under an IID distribution,
we train the mixing weights for better personalization per-
formance of local models on their own data distributions. In
particular, our goal is to find mixing weights resulting in an
aggregated model θt+1

i minimizing the validation loss on
Dval

i for every client i ∈ [K], i.e.,

min
αi

L(θt+1
i ;Dval

i ), wi,j =
exp(αi,j)∑

ℓ∈i∪N (i) exp(αi,ℓ)
, (3)

where the mixing weights in wi are computed from learn-
able parameters αi by the softmax function. Intuitively,
wi,j should be large if the tasks and data distributions of
client-i and client-j are similar. However, in various prac-
tical settings, this similarity is usually unknown a priori
and is hard to estimate without data sharing or an accurate
similarity metric. Hence, we propose a “learning to collab-
orate (L2C)” framework that learns the mixing weights in
an end-to-end manner. In particular, L2C alternates between
updating/aggregating the local models (i.e., Eq. (1)-(2)) and
optimizing the mixing weights (i.e., Eq. (3)). Thereby, the
mixing weights can be trained to adapt to model aggregation
in multiple rounds and converge to values precisely reflecting
the “collaboration score” between clients. Comparing to the
training cost of FL/DL, we only have K2 additional parame-
ters to optimize, so L2C does not introduce any significant
extra computation per round.

3.3. “Learning to Collaborate” as a Meta-Learner

Despite L2C’s simplicity in parameterizing the mixing
weights, it lacks the flexibility and capability of producing
adaptive mixing weights for different training stages or new
clients with unseen tasks. For example, the most similar
neighbors of a client might be assigned with the largest
mixing weights during earlier stages but their resulted im-
provements might diminish later due to over-exploitation.
On the other hand, it is common in practice to add new
nodes with unseen tasks on the fly to the network, so the
mixing weights optimized for a fixed set of clients cannot
be generalized to those new clients. Inspired by the idea
of meta-learning, we further study a meta-L2C model that
learns to produce mixing weights adaptive to training stages,
new client models, or unseen tasks. In particular, meta-L2C
is composed of an encoder of model weights and an attention
module, where the former produces compact representations
of local models and the latter computes the mixing weights
from pairwise similarity between the representations.

In particular, we compute the mixing weight wi,j from a
learnable similarity f(θi, θj) between θi and θj , i.e.,

wi,j =
exp(f(θi, θj))∑

ℓ∈i∪N (i) exp(f(θi, θℓ))
, (4)

Following the definition of dot-product attention, f(θi, θj)
can be computed as the inner product between the repre-
sentations of θi and θj produced by the encoder E(·;α).
Specifically, at round-t, after the local updates in Eq. (1)
and before the aggregation in Eq. (2), we compute the rep-
resentation of θi as E(θ

t+ 1
2

i − θ0i ;α), which depends on the
change of θi since its initialization θ0i . We remove θ0i so
the encoder’s input is mainly determined by the (stochastic)
gradients computed on the data over the past training rounds.
Hence, f(θi, θj) at round-t is defined as

f(θi, θj) = ⟨E(θ
t+ 1

2
i − θ0i ;α), E(θ

t+ 1
2

j − θ0j ;α)⟩. (5)

We then update each local model by aggregating its neigh-
bors’ model updates (Eq. (2)) with mixing weights produced
by the attention module in Eq. (4). Similar to L2C, we mini-
mize the validation loss of the aggregated models {θti}Ki=1

to train the meta-L2C model, i.e.,

min
E(·;α)

1

K

K∑
i=1

L(θt+1
i ;Dval

i ). (6)

In practice, DNNs usually contain millions to billions of
parameters, which can significantly increase the input dimen-
sion of E(·;α) and its model size. For structured DNNs such
as convolutional neural networks, we can adopt a channel-
sharing strategy and apply the same encoder to each chan-
nel’s parameters from the same layer. Specifically, we apply
El(·), e.g., a two-layer fully-connected network, to each fil-
ter in layer-l and concatenate the output embedding for all
the C filters in the same layer, i.e.,

ϕl = [El(θl,1), El(θl,2), · · · , El(θl,C)], (7)

where θl,j is the parameters of filter/channel-j at layer-l. The
representation of the whole model E(θ) concatenates the
embedding for all the L layers, i.e.,

E(θ) = [ϕ1, ϕ2, · · · , ϕL]. (8)

3.4. Algorithms of L2C and meta-L2C

We present the complete algorithms for L2C and meta-
L2C in Algorithm 1: they share most procedures except
the highlighted steps. Each algorithm alternates between
local model updates (line 6-11) and model aggregation (line
15-16), where the aggregation weights are produced by L2C
or meta-L2C in line 13-14. We address the optimization
problems in Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) by (stochastic) gradient
descent in line 18. At the end of the first T0 rounds, we try
to remove the top K0 neighbors with the smallest mixing
weights for each node in order to create a sparse topology
saving communication costs for future training rounds.
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Algorithm 1: L2C and meta-L2C

1 Input α, β, neighbour sets {N (i)}Ki=1,
{Dtrain

i }Ki=1, {Dval
i }Ki=1, S, T, T0,K0

2 Output {θTi }Ki=1

3 Initialize {θ0i }Ki=1 and {αi}Ki=1
4 for t = 0 : T do
5 for device i = 1 : K in parallel do
6 // Local SGD updates
7 θ

t+ 1
2

i ← θti
8 for local SGD step m = 0 : S do
9 θ

t+ 1
2

i ← θ
t+ 1

2
i − α∇θL(θ

t+ 1
2

i ;Dtrain
i )

10 end

11 ∆θti ← θti − θ
t+ 1

2
i , ∆θ̂ti ← θ

t+ 1
2

i − θ0i
12 // Mixing weights calculation

13 wi,j ← exp(αi,j)∑
ℓ∈i∪N(i) exp(αi,ℓ)

14 wi,j ←
exp(f(∆θ̂t

i ,∆θ̂t
j))∑

ℓ∈i∪N(i) exp(f(∆θ̂t
i ,∆θ̂t

ℓ))

15 // Aggregation
16 θt+1

i ← θti −
∑

j∈N (i)

wi,j∆θtj

17 // Update L2C/meta-L2C parameters
18 αi ← αi − β∇αi

L(θt+1
i ;Dval

i )
19 // Remove edges for sparse topology
20 if t == T0 then
21 For each device i, remove K0 neighbors

j ∈ N(i) with the smallest wi,j

22 end
23 end
24 αi ← AllReduce(αi)

25 end
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Figure 2. The generation of non-IID tasks in our experiments. Given a
dataset of M classes each having P shards of data, our goal is to draw
K = MP/N tasks, each defined on N < M random classes with one
random shard of data per class. (a) The data of each class is partitioned
into P shards. (b) We randomly draw one shard from every class to form
a group of M shards. Repeating this process yields P groups. (c) We
randomly shuffle the order of shards in each group and then assign every N
shards from left to right to a device.

Communication cost The communication cost of L2C is
O(msNb), where ms is the number of edges on the topology
and Nb is the model size, so the sparse topology in line 21
reduces the cost. On the other hand, meta-L2C needs extra
communication cost for sending/receiving ∆θ̂i in line 11 and
for AllReduce in line 24 of Algorithm 1: the former’s cost is
O(msNb), while the latter’s cost can be much smaller if the
average number of channels per layer c̄ is large and the output
dimension d of El(·) is small, e.g., for Ring-AllReduce [12]
across K nodes, the cost is 2(K−1)dNb

c̄ . Hence, we can
have similar communication cost O(msNb) as existing DL
methods, e.g., DPSGD [24] and CGA [7]. However, this
might be an limitation if the above conditions are violated.

Computational cost Comparing to existing DL methods,
the additional computation required by our method is line 18.
However, its computation can be negligible compared to the
cost of local updates when we apply a large S in line 8. In
our experiments, we apply 5 epochs of local updates in each
round and achieve promising personalization performance.

4. Experiments

Table 1. Non-IID tasks randomly generated by Fig. 2 for the three datasets.

Dataset M P K N model

CIFAR-10 10 20 100 2 two-layer CNN [29]
CIFAR-100 100 10 100 10 two-layer CNN [29]
MiniImageNet 100 10 100 10 four-layer CNN [9]

Experimental Setup Inspired by the non-IID setting used
in FedAvg [29], we randomly assign different classification
tasks and the associated training data to each node. In most
experiments, we generate these non-IID tasks by the pro-
cedure detailed in Fig. 2 unless specified otherwise. We
evaluate L2C and meta-L2C and compare them with several
FL/DL baselines on three datasets: CIFAR-10 [19], CIFAR-
100, and MiniImageNet [30], each having 50,000 training
images and 10,000 test images. In Table 1, we list the param-
eters in Fig. 2 for each dataset. For each node, we randomly
select 80% of its local data as the training set and leave the
rest as the validation set. Following the evaluation setting for
personalized models in previous non-IID DL works [25, 39],
we evaluate each local model on all the available test data be-
longing to the classes in its local task. In order to report the
mean and standard deviation of the evaluated accuracy, we
run each experiment on five random non-IID partitions pro-
duced by Fig. 2. For local models, we choose the two-layer
CNN adopted in FedAvg [29] for CIFAR-10/100 and the
four-layer CNN adopted in MAML [9]. Since batch-norm
may have a detrimental effect on DL [13], we replace all the
batch-norm layers [14] with group-norm layers [36].

Implementation of L2C and meta-L2C models We ap-
ply a lightweight fully connected network of two layers with
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output dimensions (10, 5) as the encoder El(·) in meta-L2C.
We use Adam [18] with learning rate of 0.1 and weight
decay of 0.01 to train both L2C and meta-L2C. We apply
Algorithm 1 and train all the local models for T=100 rounds
with 5 epochs of local SGD per round. To achieve a sparse
topology, we remove 90% (i.e., K0 = 90) of neighbors for
each node after T0 = 10 rounds.
Baselines We compare our methods with a diverse set
of baselines from federated learning (FL) and decentral-
ized learning (DL) literature, as well as a local SGD only
baseline without any model aggregation across nodes. FL
baselines include FedAvg [29] (the most widely studied FL
method), Ditto [20] achieving fairness and robustness via
trade-off between the global model and local objectives, and
FOMO [39] training personalized models only with adap-
tive mixing weights. DL baselines include the commonly
used DPSGD [24] with fixed mixing weights and topology,
and CGA [7] with a fixed topology but adaptive mixing
weights for removing the conflict of cross-device gradients.

We run each baseline for 100 (communication) rounds
or equally 500 local epochs (if needing > 100 rounds), the
same as our methods, except FedAvg which needs more (i.e.,
> 1000) epochs to converge. For fair comparisons, we keep
their communication cost per node and local epochs in each
round to be no smaller than that of our methods. For FL
baselines, the communication happens between the global
server and clients, so we randomly select 10% clients for
aggregation and apply 5 local epochs per client in each round.
For DL baselines, i.e., DPSGD and CGA, we let every device
communicate with about 10% nodes in every round. Since
they originally propose to only run one local SGD step per
round on a single mini-batch, we evaluate them with two
settings, i.e., one local step per round and 5 local epochs per
round, and we apply more rounds for the former to match
the total local epochs (i.e., 500 epochs) of other methods. To
match the communication cost of our methods, we extend the
ring and bipartite topology used in previous DL works [7] to
increase the number of neighbors for each node. Specifically,
we study (1) a “group-ring” topology that connects two nodes
i and j if |i− j| ≤ (K−K0)

2 or K − |i− j| ≤ (K−K0)
2 ; and

(2) a generalized bipartite topology that randomly partition
all nodes into two groups and then connect each node in a
group to K − K0 = 10 nodes randomly drawn from the
other group. In our experiments, they both outperform their
original versions with fewer neighbors and communications.
Hence, in the following, we always report the best result
among all the four types of topology for each DL baseline.

Training Hyperparameters In all methods, for local
model training, we use SGD with learning rate of 0.01,
weight decay of 5 × 10−4, and batch size of 10. For other
hyperparameters of baselines, we use the values proposed in
their papers except the learning rate, which is kept constant
and is tuned/selected as the best validation accuracy among

Method CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 MiniImageNet

Local SGD only 87.50±1.37 55.47±2.08 41.59±2.56
DPSGD(s=1 step) 83.01±1.31 40.56±1.24 30.26±2.39
DPSGD(s=5 epochs) 75.89±1.44 35.03±1.39 28.41±2.23
CGA(s=1 step) 65.65±2.37 30.81±3.82 27.65±3.10
CGA(s=5 epochs) diverge diverge diverge
FedAvg 70.65±3.88 40.15±4.01 34.26±4.44
FOMO 88.72±0.29 52.44±0.70 44.56±0.77
Ditto 87.32±0.69 54.28±0.57 42.73±1.21

L2C(ours) 90.14±0.34 59.00±0.42 50.03±0.75
meta-L2C(ours) 92.10±0.72 58.28±1.26 48.80±1.42

Table 2. Test accuracy (mean±std) of 100 local models on non-IID tasks
produced by Fig. 2. L2C and meta-L2C outperform all FL/DL baselines.
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Figure 3. Test accuracy and training loss (mean±std) vs. total local epochs
on CIFAR-10. L2C and meta-L2C converge faster to better test/training per-
formance than FL/DL baselines. All methods run for 100 communication
rounds except CGA(s=1 step) and DPSGD(s=1 step) which communicate
per local SGD step. FedAvg requires > 1000 epochs to converge and is
not included.

[0.01, 0.05, 0.1].

4.1. Main Results

Local test accuracy and convergence In Table 2, we re-
port the test accuracy of all the 100 nodes’ models on their
assigned non-IID tasks. L2C and meta-L2C outperform all
the FL/DL baselines by a large margin over all the three
datasets and different random non-IID partitions. For the
baselines, we notice that those solely targeting a global con-
sensus model without encouraging personalization of local
models, e.g., FedAvg, DPSGD, and CGA, can perform even
worse than the simple “local SGD only” method that solely
focuses on personalization. Ditto, which performs a trade-off
between global consensus and local objectives, and FOMO,
which shares a similar personalization objective (local valida-
tion loss) as ours, perform better than the other baselines but
still worse than our methods. In Fig. 3, we show the conver-
gence of test accuracy and training loss for all methods: al-
though FOMO and local SGD only also converge fast, meta-
L2C achieves the fastest convergence on the test accuracy.

Learned mixing weights and topology In Fig. 4a-4b, we
report how the mixing weights produced by L2C and meta-
L2C over communication rounds for a simpler non-IID set-
ting that there exist groups of nodes assigned with identical
tasks. The results show that our methods can quickly iden-
tify nodes of the same task and assign larger mixing weights
to them in aggregation, which produces better personalized
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(c) Transfer meta-L2C: CIFAR-100 → CIFAR-10

Figure 4. Mixing weights of 15 nodes produced by (a) L2C, (b) meta-L2C,
and (c) a meta-L2C pretrained on CIFAR-100 tasks, at different rounds
on CIFAR-10. For simplicity, instead of Fig. 2, we randomly partition the
10 classes into five two-class tasks and assign every task to three nodes,
each getting 1/3 of the task’s data. So node 1-3 shares task-1, node 4-6
shares task-2, etc. Both L2C and meta-L2C can produce mixing weights
identifying the nodes with the same task after 10 rounds, while meta-L2C
pretrained on a dataset’s tasks can generalize to unseen tasks and produce
accurate mixing weights after the first round.
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(b) meta-L2C

Figure 5. Mixing weights of 100 nodes produced by (a) L2C and (b)
meta-L2C on CIFAR-100. Their non-IID tasks are produced by Fig. 2 so
nodes sharing exactly the same task are rare. However, nodes with shared
classes can still collaborate to improve their own local models, and our
methods can automatically discover a sparse topology of them.

models for the task. In Fig.5, we show a general case when
there are few nodes with identical tasks. However, they may
still share different number of classes and our methods are
capable to learn a sparse topology to reflect such complicated
task correlations after a few rounds. As mentioned before, a
sparse topology can significantly reduce the communication
cost of the later-stage training.
Fairness across nodes Fairness is a critical metric to
evaluate whether all the local models performs equally good
or drastically different on their own tasks. In Table 3, we
report the test accuracy averaged over the worst 10% nodes
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(b) meta-L2CFigure 6. A node (k or i) and its three neighbors with mixing weights
produced by (a) L2C and (b) meta-L2C on CIFAR-100. In both cases, the
neighbor nodes with many shared classes (g2 or j2) or with semantically
similar but non-identical classes (e.g., g1 or j1 sharing many parent classes)
are assigned with larger mixing weights, compared to neighbors without
any shared or parent classes (g3 or j3). This explains the improvement
of local test accuracy over the local SGD only baseline without any
collaboration with neighbors.

and worst 20% nodes, as well as its mean and standard
deviation over all nodes. Our methods achieve higher test
accuracy on the worst performed nodes and keep a relative
small variance among all nodes, indicating their advantage
on encouraging fairness of the personalization performance
across different nodes/tasks.

Table 3. Statistics of the test accuracy for non-IID tasks over 100 nodes
on CIFAR-10. For each metric, we report its mean±std over five non-IID
partitions randomly generated by Fig. 2. The “worst 10%”, “worst 20%”,
and “std (standard deviation)” metrics reflect the advantage of L2C/meta-
L2C on the fairness of persoanlization performance across nodes.

Method Mean Worst 10% Worst 20% std

Local SGD only 87.50±1.37 77.35±2.59 81.59±10.03 8.14±5.61
FOMO 88.72±0.29 78.80±10.00 85.20±4.96 9.02±5.72
L2C(ours) 90.14±0.34 83.02±4.99 85.10±0.36 5.85±3.31
meta-L2C(ours) 92.10±0.72 82.90±2.49 88.84±0.21 7.34±4.15

Generalization of pretrained meta-L2C to new tasks
Compared to L2C, a key advantage of meta-L2C is that it
can be adapted to new nodes and new tasks without training
the mixing weights from scratch. We evaluate its general-
ization via transferring a meta-L2C model pretrained on a
dataset’s non-IID tasks (randomly generated by Fig 2) to un-
seen tasks from another dataset. We fix the meta-L2C model
without fine-tuning when deployed to the unseen tasks. We
summarize the transfer learning results between CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 in Table 4, which are comparable with the
model trained on the same dataset and thus still outperform
all the baselines. Moreover, we show the mixing weights
of CIFAR-10 tasks in Fig. 4 produced by a meta-L2C pre-
trained on CIFAR-100 tasks in different rounds: in Fig. 4c,
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it produces the accurate mixing weights since the first round
and thus can effectively improve the convergence and com-
munication/computational efficiency.

Table 4. Generalization of a meta-L2C pre-trained on a dataset’s tasks to
unseen tasks of another dataset. The second row reports the test accuracy
(mean±std) achieved by a meta-L2C pretrained on CIFAR-100(CIFAR-10)
tasks and then applied to CIFAR-10(CIFAR-100) tasks. The meta-L2C
transferred from another dataset can achieve comparable performance as
the one trained on the same dataset’s tasks.

Method CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

meta-L2C(pretrain) 92.10±0.72 58.28±1.26
meta-L2C(transfer) 91.33±0.89 56.59±1.40

4.2. Empirical Analysis
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Figure 7. Mixing weights wi,j (mean±std over all (i, j) pairs) vs. the
number of shared classes between node i and j on CIFAR-100. L2C and
meta-L2C assign larger mixing weights to nodes sharing more classes and
thus improves their local models’ personalization performance.

In order to explain how the mixing weights produced
by our methods can help training persoanlized models
for non-IID tasks, we investigate the correlation between
mixing weights and task similarities, e.g., the aggregation of
models for similar tasks tend to improve the personalization
performance for all of them. In Fig. 7, on the 100 nodes
assigned with non-IID tasks from CIFAR-100, we observe
that the mixing weight between two nodes grows as
their shared classes increase, which demonstrates that
L2C/meta-L2C encourage a node to collaborate with other
nodes of similar tasks. To take a closer look at the tasks
and mixing weights, we present a case study of two nodes
and their neighbors in Fig. 6. It indicates that our methods
can identify neighbors with not only shared classes but
also semantically similar classes and assign larger mixing
weights to them, hence improving the personalization
performance of each node’s local task.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Train/val ratio For our methods and FOMO that uses a
training set to update the local models and a validation set
to determine the mixing weights, the train/val ratio controls
their trade-off and its choice can be critical to the perfor-
mance. In Fig. 8, we compare the sensitivity of different
methods to this hyperparameter. While FOMO shows a sen-
sitive trade-off, both of our methods are robust to the ratio
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Figure 8. L2C and meta-L2C are more robust to the choices of train/val ra-
tio than FOMO (the only baseline aiming at minimizing the validation loss).

in the evaluated interval, because L2C/meta-L2C only con-
tains a few parameters and a small validation set suffices to
estimate them.
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Figure 9. L2C and meta-L2C are more robust to different communication
cost/budgets. We evaluate each method for every node communicating with
2%, 4%, 30%, or 50% of other nodes.

Communication cost/budget The communication cost
can be a bottleneck of DL so a sparse topology is usually
necessary in practice. Hence, in Fig. 9, we evaluate the per-
sonalization performance of L2C, meta-L2C, and DPSGD
under different communication budgets. Both of our meth-
ods keep almost the same accuracy across the tested budgets,
while DPSGD’s performance is much poorer and sensitively
improves only when the budget increases.

5. Conclusion
We propose “learning to collaborate (L2C)” and meta-

L2C to automatically optimize the mixing weights in decen-
tralized learning for producing better local models on non-
IID tasks/data. By training a few parameters shared across
tasks, our methods can precisely capture the correlation be-
tween nodes/tasks and mainly aggregate those most related
to each local task. It also learns a sparse topology in earlier
stages that can significantly reduce the communication cost.
We demonstrate several practical advantages of our methods
over a diverse set of recent FL/DL methods by experiments.
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